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Abstract - In a previous paper [21, an extension of the 
deterministic feedback code proposed by Ozarow for the two- 
user Gaussian Multiple Access Channel (MAC) [l] was 
presented; the Ozarow's code was extented to the case of U- 
users (U 2 2) in the specific case in which all users have equal 
power. I n  the present paper, a performance analysis of the 
proposed code compared to BCH codes is reported. It is shown 
that a large gain over BCH codes with same trasmission rate 
and same redundancy is obtained with the new code, if 
redundancy exceeds a critical value wich was determined by 
computer simulation. 

L INTRODUCTION 

The present paper presents the results of a further investigation on the 
extension of the O m w ' s  code to the case of three users characterized by 
equal power as proposal in PI. In parhcular, the Ozamw's code and its 

In section 2, the Orarow's code capacity e o n  is nqmted. In section 3, the 
proposed extension of the above code to s e v d  users [2] is briefly p m t e d  
in terms of m r  probabiity and capacity region. In seaion 4, the extension of 
Orarow's code to the case of three usas, vs BCH codes is ~.eported 
Computer simulations of the above codes with same bananision rate and 

extension to threeusasarecompared to BCHcodes. 

sameredundancyarepresented 

IL THE CAPAClTY REGION OF OZAROW'S CODE 
Omw's  code [I] refer; to asituation in which two usas t " i tmess lgg  to 
a central node through an ideal channel, Omw's  code is desi ed for 
channels with i+xxiw and leads to an achievable capacity region, given 
by: 

where p is the correlation mefficient of the two transmitted variables, I: is 

the tm" power, J is the variance ofthe -an noise. 
The above region includes the capacity region of the Gaussian MAC without 
feedbitck 

JJI. EYTENSION OF OZAROW'S CODE 

We proposed f2] to extend Owarow's code to U users (U 2 2 )  with qual 

The m r  probabiity fomda for each user is: 
power P. 

U P  +PU(U - qp* 21 +e2 

( u - l ) P + l p * ~ [ ( u  -2XU - 1 ) ) P - ( U - I ) 2 p . ' P + o 2  
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where p* is the correhtion d c i e n t  between any osf hvo hansmiw 
variables We have shown that the argument of the ri@-hand side of (Pa 
may be made arbiharily large by inawing n. In presence of feedback the 
capacity region is: 

W .  COMPARISON OF FEEDBACK CODE!; VS. BCH 

2.5 3.5 
bits taIalJhiit utili (w%) 

Fig. 1. Symbol Error Rate vs. redundancy 
curve A: BCH codes with SNR=i2 dB and R=1.5 Ibits/sec/Hertz; 
curve B: extension of Ozarow' s code with three: users, SNR=12 
dB and Rl=R2=R3=0.5 biWsedHertz 

Figure 1 shows the comparison results between different BCH 
codes (characterized by different redundancy values) and the new 
code with three users. All codes have SNR=12 dB and R=1.5 
bit/sec/Hertz. The value of n/k at which the two curves cross, 
indicates the minimum redundancy value over which the 
extension of Ozarow's code performs better than BEH codes. 
Theaboveresultscanbemotivatedby thefactthafm t h e e o f t h m  
user$ p* re ache^ a lower Value than omow's algorithm (two m). TXS 
means that the "um achievable tate in the capacity region is lower 
than ~ W ' S  codq and the enur pbability fmula tells that only 
augmenting the code length n a lower bit enur mte can be reached 
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